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Abstract
Transcriptomic changes in plants during drought stress give insights into the mechanisms with which plants stabilise their metabolic processes in order to cope with
the drought condition. In potato, understanding such drought-induced transcriptomic
changes is critical because prolonged field drought interferes with tuber formation and bulking period of potato development, which eventually affects yield. We
hypothesised that phenotypic drought responses of potato genotypes may be linked
to differences in transcriptomic changes. Using an RNA sequencing approach, we
investigated such transcriptomic changes in leaves of three cultivars (Biogold, Hansa
and Lady Rosetta) under drought. We found more differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) in the tolerant cultivars, Lady Rosetta and Biogold, than in the sensitive
cultivar (Hansa). The differential gene expression trend reflected the phenotypic
drought responses of the cultivars. For instance, we found in both Biogold and Lady
Rosetta but not in Hansa, an upregulation of genes involved in carbohydrate metabolism (e.g., Alpha-glucosidase), flavonoid biosynthesis (e.g., Flavanone 3 betahydroxylase), lipid biosynthesis/transfer (e.g., nonspecific Lipid Transfer Proteins),
heat shock proteins and secondary metabolites like phenolics and lignins. Furthermore, a prolonged drought stress resulted in reduced DEGs in Biogold and Hansa,
but not in Lady Rosetta that also maintained its tuber yield under such prolonged
stress suggesting a more robust drought tolerance. Our findings suggest that a synergistic expression of genes involved in several different aspects of drought response is
required in order to obtain a robust tolerance.
Keywords Differentially expressed genes · Drought stress · Potato · RNA
sequencing · Secondary metabolites · Yield
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Introduction
Drought stress is a major problem that reduces agricultural productivity. Its
effects on plants primarily begin with changes in the expression of genes involved
in survival or adaptation to the stress. Drought is not a single or simple stress, but
a complex stress that often predisposes the plant to other stresses (Whitmore and
Whalley 2009). The uncertainties of drought timing, duration and severity, which
are heightened by climate change, are part of the complexity in understanding
drought stress (Hosseinizadeh et al. 2015; Jenkins and Warren 2015). However,
the major complexity of drought stress has been associated with the genomic composition of the plant (Blum 2011). In cultivated potato, this includes the tetraploid
genetics that makes the breeding for drought tolerance difficult due to the complex inheritance of traits after genetic crosses. Also, Anithakumari et al. (2011)
demonstrated in diploid potato population that drought is controlled by many loci
on the genome that individually make small contributions to drought responses.
Therefore, mapping drought tolerance QTLs in the genome of cultivated potato
may be quite complex and hardly exhaustive. In order to understand the basis of
the drought response mechanisms in potato as well as in other crops, molecular
research approaches have been adopted. These have resulted in the identification
of genes that regulate various aspects of drought response (Vasquez-Robinet et al.
2008; Dongjin et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2014; Obidiegwu et al. 2015; Szalonek et al.
2015; Gazendam et al. 2016). However, the regulation of these drought-associated genes and their interactions at the molecular level are not yet clearly understood, at least partly because these genes are part of networks and act in concert
(Ambrosone et al. 2017; Pieczynski et al. 2018), and most functional annotations
depend on the over-expression or knock-down of single genes. These transgenic
approaches, though informative, may not enhance our knowledge of the multiple
interactions that affect the functionality of the single genes. Therefore, comprehensive molecular approaches that incorporate the entire genome of the plant are
being implemented in the study of molecular mechanisms. These whole-genomebased molecular investigations have been made even more feasible by advancements in sequencing technology (Heather and Chain 2016).
Through RNA sequencing, the transcripts from all active genes and their splice
variants can be studied in depth (Morozova et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2009; Hoeijmakers et al. 2013; Risso et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015; Zyprych-Walczak et al. 2015;
Anjum et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2016). These transcriptomic or RNA-sequencing
(RNA-seq) approaches reveal Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) that have
been previously annotated, but also facilitates the discovery of novel transcripts
(Liu et al. 2015). In potato, RNA-seq has been applied in studies of the drought
stress response of stolon tissues (Gong et al. 2015). The stolon tissues of a particular potato genotype (cv. Ningshu 4) in Gong et al. (2015) showed myriads
of upregulated transcripts including heat shock proteins, dehydrins, aquaporin,
protein phosphatases, sugar transporters and starch biosynthesis genes. In another
potato transcriptomic study of drought response in a diploid mapping population
using microarrays, TAS14 (an ABA-inducible dehydrin) was strongly induced
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by drought as a drought molecular sensor and correlated with drought recovery
potential (van Muijen et al. 2016). Thus, transcriptomic analysis can be used to
unveil the molecular signature involved in drought response.
In this study, we used RNA-seq analysis of mature leaf tissue to evaluate three
potato cultivars with contrasting drought responses at two different time points.
Our objective was to investigate the molecular basis for the contrasting drought
responses we observed in the phenotypes of these cultivars. We found that drought
tolerance may be linked to gene functions and the level of differential gene expression during drought.

Materials and Methods
Planting and Drought Application
Seed tubers of potato cultivars (Biogold, Hansa and Lady Rosetta) used in a previous study (Aliche et al. 2018) were obtained from the Dutch potato breeding companies, HZPC Holland BV and Meijer Potato, and pre-sprouted. Biogold and Lady
Rosetta are early maturity cultivars with fairly stable yield across locations of different levels of water availability, whereas Hansa forms lots of tubers but its yield is
drastically reduced under drought (Aliche et al. 2018). In other studies, Biogold and
Lady Rosetta were also found to be more tolerant than Hansa (Aliche et al. 2019,
2020). In the current study, the tubers were planted in ridges under a tunnel in the
field at Unifarm, Wageningen University & Research, The Netherlands. The ridges
were set on clay soil and the field structure included two blocks: control (WR) and
drought (DR) treatments. In each block, the cultivars were randomised as plots
within the blocks. Four plants of each cultivar were planted in each plot, and two
plots per block. The spacing between plants in a row was 30 cm and 75 cm between
rows. Border plants were planted in between plots in each row. Flower Power sensors (ParrotR) were used to monitor environmental conditions: soil water content,
temperature and light intensity. The control and drought blocks were regularly given
water by sprinkler irrigation from the planting date (22 June 2016) till 2 weeks after
emergence. Subsequently, irrigation was withheld from the drought block (20 days
after planting till 76 days after planting). The development of drought stress was
monitored using the sensors. Also, leaf tissues of the potato plants were sampled at
several time-points for TAS14 mRNA expression analysis to monitor the development of drought stress in the plants (Supplementary Fig.SF1). TAS14 is known to
be a good molecular indicator for drought stress from a previous study (van Muijen
et al. 2016).
Data collection and Tissue Sampling
We took phenotypic measurements after 28 days of drought application (28DOD)
including physiological traits (stomatal conductance and chlorophyll content) and
growth/yield traits (shoot weight, tuber number and tuber weight). The physiological
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traits were scored on mature fully expanded leaves (5th–6th leaf from the apical meristem). At 56 days of drought application (56DOD), the plants were harvested and the
fresh weights of the shoot and tuber tissues were measured. Tuber number was also
counted. The shoot and tuber tissues were oven-dried at 105 °C for 72 h and the dry
weights measured. At both time points, sampled leaf tissues (5th–6th leaf from the
apical meristem) were immediately snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and transferred
to − 80 °C until subsequent molecular analysis. Tissues were sampled from two innermost plants per plot and pooled as a replicate.
Sample Preparation for RNA Sequencing
For RNA isolation, 50 mg of leaf tissues collected at 28DOD and 56DOD were homogenised in liquid nitrogen. RNA extraction was done by the addition of 500 µl of TRIzol
for cell lysis and inhibition of RNase activity. Spin columns were used to extract the
RNA as described in the Qiagen RNeasy mini kit protocol following the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was eluted from the columns with 30 µl of RNase-free water.
Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer and NanoDrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer were used to determine the quantity and quality of total RNA. Library preparation and paired-end Illumina sequencing were outsourced to Beijing Genomics Institute (BGI), Hong Kong.
Bioinformatics and Statistical Data Analyses
Quality of the paired-end FASTQ read sequences was checked using the qualityScores
function of Rsubread to determine if trimming was necessary. The buildindex function
of Rsubread package was used to build genome indexes based on the potato reference
genome from EnsemblPlants (SolTub_3.0) in R studio 3.6.1. The subjunc function
of Rsubread package was used to align the reads to the reference genome in order to
account for reads spanning exon-exon junctions. The propmapped function of Rsubread package was used to check the percentage of reads that successfully mapped to the
reference genome. Using the read counts output from Rsubread, differential expression
of genes was computed with the DESeq2 package in R studio 3.6.1 using a negative
binomial function to model the distribution of the read counts data on the assumption
of a linear mean–variance ratio. For differential expression computation, we used a
design matrix that accounted for the main factors in the study (Genotype, Treatment
and Time-point). We used the resulting DEGs for functional analysis in Gene Ontology
and MapMan, and KEGG pathway analysis. Clustering of the samples was visualised
with multi-dimensional scaling.

Results
Drought Stress Application and Assessment
Based on data from the Parrot Flower Power environmental sensors that we used
to monitor soil water content percentage throughout the growth period and TAS14
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molecular indicator (Supplementary Fig.SF1), the applied drought coincided in part
with the tuber initiation and mostly with the tuber bulking stages of plant growth
(Fig. 1). The scale of the Parrot Flower Power ranges from 8% (very dry) to 45%
(saturated) soil moisture content. For our study, we defined a field drought (water
limitation) at 25% moisture level. Taking into account that the Parrot sensors can
only record soil moisture content till ~ 20 cm depth on furrows, drought severity perceived by roots of plants growing on ridges as a result of the receding soil moisture
may have gradually progressed until the final harvest of the plants (Fig. 1). The control plants were maintained at 30% soil moisture content and above.
Phenotypic Response to Drought
Drought stress affected plant growth with a significant shoot weight reduction in
Hansa under stress (Fig. 2a) at 28DOD. Interestingly, Hansa showed a higher trend
of shoot dry weight under control conditions than the other cultivars at both time
points. In terms of tuber weight and tuber number, there was no drought effect at
28DOD (Fig. 2b, c), but at 56DOD, only Lady Rosetta maintained its tuber yield
under stress (Fig. 2b), whereas Hansa showed a higher tuber number under control condition than the other cultivars (Fig. 2c). Stomatal conductance generally
showed a reduction trend under drought, though Hansa was much more sensitive
than Biogold and Lady Rosetta (Fig. 2d). Overall, Hansa was the most sensitive
to drought (Fig. 2); its drought sensitivity has also been previously reported (Aliche et al. 2020). Due to the gradual drought development, plants retained their
foliage throughout the experiment, although stressed plants had less canopy cover
(Fig. 2e, f).

Fig. 1  Soil water content percentage under control and drought treatments with an indication of stages of
plant phenology (sprouting, stolon initiation, tuber formation and tuber bulking stages). Data were collected from 6 sensors (Parrot Flower Power) from which the average was calculated
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Fig. 2  Phenotypic traits under control (WR) and stress (DR) at 28 days of drought (TDW_1, SDW_1,
TBN_1 and Stomatal conductance), and 56 days of drought (TDW_2, SDW_2, TBN_2), a Tuber dry
weight (TDW), b Shoot dry weight (SDW), c Tuber number (TBN), d Stomatal conductance. Error
bars are standard error of the mean of four replicates. Letters represent significance of drought effects.
Adjusted p values are additionally shown for stomatal conductance. e Plants growing under irrigated condition (40 days after planting), f Plants under drought stress (40 days after planting, 18 days of drought)
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Fig. 3  a Multidimensional scaling plot of samples under control (WR) and drought (DR) conditions at 28
and 56 days of drought using read counts of 42,974 genes; b differentially upregulated genes at 28 days
of drought and c differentially downregulated genes at 28 days of drought. d Differentially upregulated
genes at 56 days of drought and e differentially downregulated genes at 56 days of drought

Overview of Sequencing Dataset
On average, 61 million paired-end reads were sequenced from each sample. Each
read length was 150 bp, resulting in a mean sequencing depth of 21.8 × based on
coverage computation (Lander and Waterman 1988). Quality checks of the pairedend FASTQ read sequences indicated that there was no need for trimming (data
not shown). After reads alignment, 92% of the reads on average mapped to the
potato reference genome (Supplementary File 1). A multidimensional scaling plot
of all read counts from 42,974 genes shows the clustering of the samples according to the experimental factors, the genotypic factor having the strongest effect
(Fig. 3). A phylogeny of representative gene clusters and associated treatments
shows both genotypic differences and treatment effect differences within genotypes (Supplementary Fig.SF2).
Overview of Differential Gene Expression
At the first time point, 28DOD, differential gene expression was lowest in Hansa,
whereas at the second time point (56DOD), it was lowest in Biogold. There were
more upregulated genes than downregulated genes at both time points in Lady
Rosetta, while for Biogold, there were more downregulated genes than upregulated
genes (Fig. 3). For Hansa, downregulated genes were higher than upregulated genes
at 28DOD, whereas the reverse was the case at 56DOD (Fig. 3). The highest number of shared differentially expressed genes (DEGs) among the three cultivars was
a downregulation of 12 genes at 28DOD (Table 1). The lists of all DEGs with their
respective annotations and log2fold changes are presented in Supplementary File 2.
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Table 1  Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) shared among the cultivars
Conditions

DEGs

Annotation

28DOD ↑

PGSC0003DMG400017730

28DOD ↓

Ftsh protease involved in light-harvesting complex
II degradation during high light acclimation or
senescence

PGSC0003DMG400039214

Arachidonic acid-induced DEA1

PGSC0003DMG400000783

Extensin

PGSC0003DMG400030006

PAR-1b protein

PGSC0003DMG400003040

Osmotin

PGSC0003DMG400031119

Stress-induced protein

PGSC0003DMG400013227

Osmotin

PGSC0003DMG400040260

Glucan endo-1,3-beta-glucosidase, basic isoform 1

PGSC0003DMG401010492

Acidic class II 1,3-beta-glucanase

PGSC0003DMG400002552

Delta TIP

PGSC0003DMG400020017

Lichenase

PGSC0003DMG400000519

Glucan endo-1,3-beta-glucosidase, acidic isoform GI9

PGSC0003DMG400012550

2-nitropropane dioxygenase

PGSC0003DMG400011953

Non-specific lipid-transfer protein 2

PGSC0003DMG400008098

KiTH-2

56DOD ↑
56DOD ↓

DOD: days of drought; ↑ (upregulated genes); ↓ (downregulated genes)

Gene Ontology Functional Assessment
Further, a functional assessment of the DEGs per cultivar at 28DOD using Gene
Ontology (GO) enrichment at a threshold of 0.05 false discovery rate (FDR)
showed that abiotic stress-related biological processes were enriched among other
GO terms (Fig. 4). We investigated some of the enriched GO biological processes
for which we found differences between tolerant and sensitive cultivars. The tolerant cultivars, Lady Rosetta and Biogold, showed a significant enrichment of
flavonoid biosynthetic process but not the sensitive cultivar, Hansa. A follow-up
RT-PCR of one of the genes contributing to this biological process, Flavanone
3 beta-hydroxylase, showed a twofold upregulation in Lady Rosetta and Biogold
but not in Hansa, similar to the gene expression trend obtained from the RNAseq
result (Fig. 5d). Although the GO enrichment of protein folding biological process was found in both Hansa and Lady Rosetta (Fig. 4), only in Lady Rosetta
(tolerant cultivar) was an enrichment of biological processes that prevent protein
impairment detected, comprising mainly DEGs that inhibit proteinase activity
(data not shown). Furthermore, we found an upregulation of drought-responsive
genes like aquaporin gene (water channel protein) at 28DOD, nonspecific lipid
transfer protein (nsLTP) at 28DOD, ROS scavenging gene (Glutaredoxin) at
56DOD in both Biogold and Lady Rosetta but not in Hansa (Supplementary File
2). A follow-up RT-PCR experiment confirmed the RNAseq differential expression results for some of these drought-associated genes (Fig. 5e–h).
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Pathway Analysis
We employed KEGG pathway analysis to search for pathways that were activated
under stress using the DEGs. At 28DOD, biosynthesis of secondary metabolites was
enriched in all three cultivars with more DEG representation found in Biogold and
Lady Rosetta than the sensitive cultivar, Hansa (Table 2). Using Mapman tool, we
Table 2  Pathways of upregulated differentially expressed genes (DEGs)
Cultivars
Biogold

Lady Rosetta

Hansa

13

KEGG pathway

Pathways

Number
of DEGs

sot01100

Metabolic pathways

47

sot01110

Biosynthesis of secondary metabolites

31

sot01200

Carbon metabolism

9

sot04075

Plant hormone signal transduction

9

sot01230

Biosynthesis of amino acids

8

sot01100

Metabolic pathways

32

sot01110

Biosynthesis of secondary metabolites

26

sot04141

Protein processing in endoplasmic reticulum

16

sot00100

Steroid biosynthesis

7

sot00500

Starch and sucrose metabolism

5

sot04141

Protein processing in endoplasmic reticulum

13

sot04075

Plant hormone signal transduction

6

sot01110

Biosynthesis of secondary metabolites

6

sot01100

Metabolic pathways

6

sot00904

Diterpenoid biosynthesis
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compared the secondary metabolites that were presumably produced based on the
DEGs in all three cultivars at 28DOD. The secondary metabolites supposedly produced in Hansa at 28DOD were terpenoids, whereas Biogold and Lady Rosetta may
have produced terpenoids, phenylpropanoids, lignins, simple phenols like flavonoids
and alkaloids (Fig. 5a–d).
Also, starch/sucrose metabolism pathways were activated in Biogold and Lady
Rosetta, but not in Hansa at 28DOD (Table 2, Supplementary File 3). A follow-up
RT-PCR study of Alpha glucosidase, a gene involved in starch/sucrose metabolism
confirmed the RNAseq expression result for this gene (Fig. 5g).
Gene Expression Downregulation Under Drought
We investigated the GO-enriched biological processes using the downregulated
DEGs at 28DOD. Whereas the tolerant cultivars, Lady Rosetta and Biogold, showed
a downregulation of defence response to biotic agents, the sensitive cultivar, Hansa,
showed a downregulation of processes involved in DNA-complex regulation and
protein synthesis machinery (Supplementary File 4). The most downregulated DEGs
at 28DOD for Biogold and Lady Rosetta were endochitinase and transcription factors, respectively, while for Hansa, a number of genes involved in cell division were
among the most downregulated DEGs (Supplementary File 4).
Differential Gene Expression Overlaps Between Time Points
Using Venn diagrams, we investigated the relationships in differential gene expression between the two time points per cultivar. Unlike for Hansa and Biogold, we
observed that about 50% of the upregulated DEGs at 28DOD in Lady Rosetta were
also upregulated at 56DOD (Fig. 6). A further investigation of these 50% of genes
(226 DEGs) that were upregulated at both times using GO analysis showed that the
enriched biological processes included response to abiotic stimuli like heat, flavonoid biosynthesis, carbohydrate metabolism, cell wall modification and biogenesis
(data not shown). The only gene that was upregulated at both time points in Biogold was a lipid transfer protein (PGSC0003DMG400011953) possibly involved in
the deposition of wax or cutin in cell walls. Interestingly, this gene (lipid transfer
protein) was also upregulated in Lady Rosetta at 28DOD but not in Hansa. Nonetheless, it was upregulated in all three cultivars at 56DOD (Supplementary File 2).
On the other hand, the DEGs upregulated at both time points in Hansa included
PGSC0003DMG400030008 (low temperature-induced 65 kDa protein) and
PGSC0003DMG400009112 (Protein phosphatase 2C) (Supplementary File 2).

Discussion
Drought stress is known to adversely affect potato growth and tuber yield (Obidiegwu et al. 2015). The observed drought response of potato is based on the
molecular changes that occur after perception of drought. In this study, we have
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6  Venn diagrams showing the overlapping number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs)
between two time points (28DOD and 56DOD) per cultivar a Hansa, b Lady Rosetta, c Biogold. DOD
is days of drought. The signs ‘ + ’ and ‘ − ’ stand for upregulated and downregulated DEGs, respectively

investigated drought-induced molecular changes in three genotypic backgrounds.
We found a high level of variation in the number of differentially expressed genes,
enriched biological processes and activated pathways among the cultivars across
two time points.
A strong genotypic effect on transcriptomic changes in response to drought
(Fig. 3a) suggests that different genotypes have unique ways of coping with drought.
Overall, the measured phenotypic traits suggest that at 28DOD, the drought did not
affect carbon partitioning to the tubers (Fig. 2b, c). However, investment in tuberisation at this time point came at the expense of shoot weight for Hansa (Fig. 2a). Aliche et al. (2020) have previously demonstrated the competition between tubers and
above-ground tissues (shoot) for photosynthesised carbon, and how severe drought
could arrest tuberisation thereby favouring investments in shoot. In the present study
involving a milder field drought, tuberisation was not arrested and so we could
observe the dynamics in carbon partitioning between tuber and shoot, in which
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case the most sensitive cultivar (Hansa) was unable to balance these two opposing
streams of carbon flow (Fig. 2).
At the transcriptomic level, interestingly, our findings suggest that drought tolerance requires the initiation of several protective but also resilience and survival
molecular mechanisms in addition to the perception of the drought. The several
folds upregulation of dehydrin (environmental stress-inducible gene TAS14—Supplementary Fig.SF1), low temperature-induced 65 kDa protein and heat shock proteins in Hansa (Supplementary File 2) were not sufficient to attain drought tolerance
in this cultivar. In the tolerant cultivars, on the other hand, the upregulation of genes
involved in carbon metabolism, secondary metabolites, detoxification and lipid
transfer proteins, in addition to the drought perception genes (TAS14) and heat shock
proteins (Supplementary File 2, Supplementary Fig.SF1), most likely have contributed to the drought tolerance of these two cultivars. In a previous study, genomewide comparative RNAseq analyses were used to identify potato genes and their
homologues in Arabidopsis that are evolutionarily conserved in drought response
(Pieczynski et al. 2018). The authors found seven genes involved in different aspects
of plant molecular mechanisms including carbohydrate transport, MAPKKK and
nonspecific lipid transfer protein, suggesting that the evolutionary interplay between
potato and drought stress requires a synergy of several molecular pathways. In our
study, we observed such synergistic mechanisms of different pathways in the tolerant
cultivars as shown in the expression of genes involved in carbohydrate metabolism
and nonspecific lipid transfer proteins, which were not upregulated in the droughtsensitive cultivar (Supplementary File 2). The non-induction of these essential genes
in the sensitive cultivar must have resulted in non-maintenance of turgor, absence of
waterproof lipid barriers that minimise water loss and flavonoids, and limited carbohydrates metabolism leading to the observed poor biomass partitioning. Regarding
carbon partitioning, a previous study has shown that the downregulation of genes
involved in sucrose metabolism under drought could contribute to drought sensitivity (Evers et al. 2010). In our study, therefore, we propose that the enrichment of
sucrose metabolism in Lady Rosetta and Biogold must have significantly aided the
maintenance of biomass under stress in contrast to Hansa (Fig. 2a).
In addition to the importance of primary metabolites like sugars and lipids under
drought conditions, secondary metabolites may be equally important, though understudied. According to Niinemets (2016), secondary metabolites may be critical for
an efficient recovery from drought stress or plant’s resilience to subsequent occurrence of other stresses. The interaction between drought stress and the production
of secondary metabolites has been elaborated in another study (Selmar and Kleinwächter 2013), suggesting that drought-induced carbon-uptake shortage which
results in superabundance of reduction equivalents (NADPH + H+) tends to favour
metabolic processes that use up such reduction equivalents so as to inhibit oxidative stress. This in turn induces the production of reduced compounds including
secondary metabolites. In our study, drought tolerance tends to be associated with
upregulation of genes involved in the synthesis of secondary metabolites like lignin
production and phenolics. There is sufficient evidence supporting the protective
role of lignin under drought stress as it has been shown in rice with the respective
overexpression of OsCCR10 and SiMYB56 in different studies, that drought-induced
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lignin production resulted in drought tolerance (Choi 2019; Xu et al. 2020). Lignin
is essential in maintaining the integrity of plant vascular tissues to ensure efficient
water transport to tissues that need it most during stress (Malavasi et al. 2016). Likewise, the essential roles of plant phenolics (e.g., phenylpropanoids, flavonoids and
phenols) in drought tolerance, like scavenging reactive oxygen species among other
functions, have been reported in several studies (Sharma et al. 2019;Kumar et al.
2020; Li et al. 2020). Taken together, our results show that the supposed higher production of secondary metabolites in Lady Rosetta and Biogold than Hansa (Fig. 5)
may have contributed to the differences in tolerance that we observed between this
set of cultivars (Fig. 2).
The robustness of drought tolerance may be negatively impacted by a long duration of drought stress that also often heightens drought severity. In our study, robustness of drought tolerance was tested at 56DOD and tuber yield significantly distinguished Lady Rosetta as robustly tolerant when compared to Biogold and Hansa
(Fig. 2b). Also, the higher number of DEGs at 56DOD than 28DOD observed in
Lady Rosetta suggests a relatively more robust molecular resilience for likely
increase in drought severity than the other cultivars. It has recently been shown in
another transcriptomic study using a drought-tolerant potato landrace (Jancko Sisu
Yari) that an increase in drought severity triggered more differential gene expression
(Chen et al. 2020). This suggests in our study that the transcriptomic architecture
of Lady Rosetta may have fortified it much more for drought tolerance at 56DOD
than Biogold and Hansa. In fact, in addition to sustaining the upregulation of protective genes against the drought at both 28DOD and 56DOD (cell wall biogenesis, flavonoids), the genes involved in carbohydrate metabolism were upregulated at both
time points in Lady Rosetta which may have contributed to its ability to keep its
biomass and tuber yield at 56DOD (Fig. 2).

Conclusions
We have shown that differential gene expression under drought may contribute to
phenotypic differences in drought response of potato cultivars. Drought tolerance
requires the upregulation of genes involved in carbon metabolism (e.g., Alpha glucosidase), secondary metabolites (e.g., Flavanone 3 beta-hydroxylase), detoxification (e.g., Gutaredoxin) and lipid transfer proteins, in addition to drought perception and protective genes like dehydrins (TAS14) and heat shock proteins. Finally, a
robust drought tolerance response would require the synergistic expression of genes
involved in plant protective functions (like osmotic adjustment and cell wall maintenance) as well as carbohydrate metabolism throughout the period of drought. As
a follow-up to our findings, further work will be needed to understand the extent of
contribution of these various upregulated genes and pathways to drought tolerance
in these genotypic backgrounds. For instance, using clones with mutations in multiple-genes (double, triple, quadruple mutants) and studying these mutation impacts
on drought response.
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